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ATTENDED EVENTS

• First French Complex Systems Summer School  **ISC-PIF Summer School 2007** : Paris (Fr) 30 July-26 August 2007
• Foundations of Systems Biology in Engineering  **FOSBE'07** : Stuttgart (D) 9-12 September 2007
• Stem Cell Math Lab '07: Leipzig (D) 24-26 September 2007
• European Conference on Complex Systems 2007 ( **ECCS'07** ) : Dresden (D) 1-5 October 2007
• **Computational and Systems Biology Course** at CoSBi : Trento (IT) 10-14 March 2008
• 9th International Workshop on Multi-Agent-Based Simulation ( **MABS'08** ) at AAMAS: Estoril (P) 12-16 May 2008
• 8th International School on Formal Methods for the Design of Computer, Communication and Software Systems: Computational Systems Biology ( **SFM-08:Bie** ) : Bertinoro (IT) 2-7 June 2008
• 10th International Workshop on Multi-Agent-Based Simulation ( **MABS'09** ) at AAMAS: Budapest (Hungary) 10-15 May 2009
• 1st International Workshop on Morphogenetic Engineering ( **MEW 2009** ) : Paris (France), 19 June 2009
• The 7th Conference on Computational Methods in Systems Biology ( **CMSB 2009** ) : Bologna (Italy), 31 August-1 September 2009
• 1st International Workshop on Interactions between Computer Science and Biology ( **CS2Bio'10** ) : Amsterdam (Netherlands), 10th of June 2010

ONGOING EVENTS

A useful link for Worldwide Bioinformatics & Computational Biology Related (and Up Coming) Events can be found  [here](#)